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Abstract— Existing text based CAPTCHAs can only tran-
scribe words in an image that contains ASCII characters. In
this paper, we are describing a system called UCAPTCHA,
which is intended to transcribe words in an image that
contains Unicode characters to text. Such a system will
be useful in transcribing scanned documents from many
European languages like Spanish, German, French etc.
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1. Introduction
Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Comput-

ers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) present a problem that
only humans can solve and computers may not solve. This
system can tell the difference between computer and human.
In this age of world wide web, CAPTCHAs can be used to
prevent spamming.

There are many different types of CAPTCHAs. One type
of CAPTCHA is the hand written CAPTCHA [2] (figure 1)
that uses database formed of handwritten names of American
cities which were selected from postal letters. An image of a
randomly selected city is shown to user to gain entry to the
service. But poor quality images can make it hard for the
user. EZ-Gimpy and Gimpy CAPTCHA [4] - selects words
from its dictionary of 860 words and displays them corrupted
and distorted in an image to gain access to the service.
Due to the small size of the dictionary, this CAPTCHA was
broken. Audio Based CAPTCHA [9] - make use of simple
words or numbers drawn from a random recordings and alter
them with some noise or disturbance. These CAPTCHAs
proved to be useful for visually impaired people. In general,
these CAPTCHAs are hard to solve due to accent and
language barriers. More CAPTCHAs can be found in these
papers [6], [1], [5], [3]. Shah and Banday gave a nice
summary of some CAPTCHAS with a short description on
how each one works in their paper [7].

2. Motivation
Although there are many CAPTCHAs, in this paper we

will be focusing on an image based CAPTCHA. The motiva-
tion for this CAPTCHA was the image based reCAPTCHA.
reCAPTCHA [9] (figure 2) is a free web based CAPTCHA
service that helps in digitizing books. In reCAPTCHA,

Figure 1: Hand Written CAPTCHA

the user is presented two words, obtained by scanning of
books, the “control“ word and ”unknown“ word. The user is
expected to solve the control word correctly and his response
to the unknown word is recorded. By presenting the same
unknown word to many different users, an accurate transcrip-
tion of the unknown word can be obtained. reCAPTCHA
presents words that are in ASCII character set and hence can
help digitize and transcribe books, documents in English.

Figure 2: reCAPTCHA

Many of the European languages like Spanish, French,
German, Italian etc. have many characters that are similar to
ASCII but differ by a few accented characters. In this paper,
we describe a CAPTCHA system, called UCAPTCHA that
will present words having Unicode characters. The users can
respond to most of the characters using ASCII characters
from their keyboard and complete the Unicode characters
using on-screen keyboard. This system will help transcribe
books, documents etc. in European languages like Spanish,
German, French etc. And hence increase the utility of



CAPTCHAs in transcription of valuable documents, maps,
books etc.

In a typical setup, the user will be presented double
words obtained from scanned documents either as a part
of a HTML forms in some website or through our site
http://ucaptcha.msi.umn.edu. One of the words in the setup
has not been transcribed while the other word is transcribed.
We will be referring to them as "unknown word" and "known
word" respectively. When the user solves the CAPTCHA, we
evaluate their response to the known word. If the response
was correct, we assume that the unknown word was re-
sponded correctly and record both responses. If the response
to the known word was incorrect, we present an error
message and request the user to complete the UCAPTCHA
again.

3. Methodology

In a CAPTCHA based system, the words shown to users
would be obtained by scanning the documents that need to
be transcribed. The scanned words that could be transcribed
using an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) program
will be converted to text. Some of the words may not be
transcribed because they might be ill formed due to distortion
and page curvature, artifact from the scanning process, poor
quality of the original document etc. Such words that cannot
be transcribed by computers will be transcribed by a human.
The first step therefore is to convert scanned documents in to
text using OCR. During this process, some of the words may
not be transcribed. The details and the images of the words
that could not be transcribed are uploaded to a database
and served using a web application to users. We used two
different OCR programs, GOCR [10] and Tesseract [11] to
convert scanned documents to text. The text files generated
by both the software were compared and the words that
did not match were flagged as non-matching words and the
rest were identified as matching words. We also recorded
the location of the words. To obtain the image of the non-
matching words and some of the matching words, we used
the location obtained in the previous step. We then processed
the scanned document based on the following steps, that
were coded in Matlab, [12] and Python, [13].

• Project the document after adaptive thresholding in the
horizontal direction and obtain a profile

• Segment the projected profile and separate individual
lines based on their connectivity

• On the lines which have the non-matching word

– Perform vertical projection after performing dila-
tion

– Segment the projected profile of the words
– Separate individual words based on their connec-

tivity
– Store the individual words as non-matching words

and a few matching words from that line. Even

though we are interested in the non-matching
words we still require matching words and the
importance of these words will be explained in the
section, "Embedding mode".

Let us consider a document as a prototype to explain the
above-mentioned steps in detail. The document in figure 3 is
passed through GOCR and Tesseract. The figure 4 is a image
of a line which has one non-matching word and another
matching word from figure 3.

Note: From now on we call matching words in the
both GOCR and Tesseract as known words and the non-
matching words as unknown words.

Figure 3: A German document used as a prototype

Figure 4: The fifth line from the German document which
contains one unknown word and one known word

4. The website
Once the words were obtained, we upload the information

like the name of the document, the location of the word



Figure 5: known word from figure 4

Figure 6: unknown word from figure 4

in the document and the location of the word in the file
system to a MySQL database. During this process, we also
distorted the word by a randomly distributed distortion. A
website available at http://ucaptcha.msi.umn.edu was coded
in Django and serves two words. Users can then use an
on screen keyboard to input Unicode characters, while the
ASCII characters can be entered using the regular keyboard.
In the double words, one word is known whereas the other
word is unknown. As the double words are presented, the
properly transcribed unknown word will then be moved to
the known words list. The unknown word will be transfered
to the known words list provided 95% of the transcription
are the same.

The words are then presented in two modes: Demonstra-
tion mode and Embedding mode.

4.1 Demonstration Mode

In the demonstration mode, we present the two words to
the users (Figure 7) in our website. By default the virtual
keyboard is not on. The user can turn it on using the
keyboard symbol at the bottom of the text box. Figure 8
is the view with the virtual keyboard on the web page.
Completing the CAPTCHA would take the user to a second
page that indicates whether the user was successful or not.

Figure 7: View of the webpage in the demonstration mode
without the virtual keyboard on.

Figure 8: View of the webpage in the demonstration mode
with the virtual keyboard on.

4.2 Embedding Mode
In the embedding mode, the mode that would be the most

useful way to disseminate the UCAPTCHA to more users
is shown in figure 9. The website that needs to embed the
UCAPTCHA, can request the HTML code for embedding
by filling the "Embed in your site" link. After processing
the form, the web master of the embedding site would be
provided a HTML code that needs to be embedded in their
HTML POST form. When a user visiting the site fills this
form and the UCAPTCHA, the response to UCAPTCHA
is sent to our site while the other information is passed to
the embedder website. If the user fails in solving the known
word correctly, a string of value zero is returned, otherwise
a value of one is returned.

A web-master can also request words from a specific lan-
guage when they request the embedding code. Thus, a Ger-
man website will serve German words in its UCAPTCHA.
This also has an advantage, that the German user solving
the Unicode can do so using their physical keyboard instead
of the virtual on-screen keyboard. This allows the user to
solve the UCAPTCHA faster and with less hassle. In case,
where the user does not have a physical German keyboard,
they can use the virtual on-screen keyboard.

5. Discussion
Since there are only two words being presented, it is

possible that users can guess the location of the unknown
word. Once located, they could spam the response to the
unknown word while filling the known word correctly. This
would pass the test we perform to check if the response is
correct. Such spamming can skew the transcription results. In
order to prevent users from guessing the location of known
and unknown word, we locate them at random at run time.



Figure 9: View of the webpage in the Embedding mode.

In some cases, we also present two known words to the user.
Also, to prevent the users from seeing the same word, we
maintain a large list of words.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a CAPTCHA system useful for

transcribing words from text containing Unicode characters.
Such a system will be useful in transcribing scanned docu-
ments from many European languages like Spanish, German,
French etc.

The CAPTCHA can be in demonstration mode, in which
a known and unknown word are presented in our site. It can
also be embedded in other sites. In both cases, when a user
responds to the CAPTCHA, as long as the response to known
word is correct, we assume that the unknown word was typed
correctly. The same unknown word is presented to many
different users and if more than 95% responses are same,
we assume that the unknown word was transcribed correctly.
We then extract the unknown word from the unknown list
and place it in the known word list.

7. Future work
We have assumed that the scanned document is free of

any distortions and artifacts but in a real life scenario, these
artifacts do exist. We will investigate various computational
and algorithmic approaches in solving this problem.

Also, we will work with European libraries to obtain
documents that need to be transcribed. This will help the
libraries to transcribe digitize valuable documents.
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